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The Dimensions of Virtuous Cycles in Higher Education 

 

1 Striving and 
struggling for a 
worthwhile goal 
 

A comfort-centered institution is one that is satisfied with the 
status quo—and inertia follows. But when an institution can 
articulate a desired state that is significantly different from the 
current, actual state then the greater the upward pull toward a 
compelling shared future will be.   

2 Aligning people 
and processes 
 

Much of the energy of an institution is lost through unaligned 
and misdirected actions.  But when policies, practices, and work 
processes are coordinated the resulting coherence brings 
increasing force and direction such that energy is converted to 
achieving the worthwhile goal. 

3 Deciding what 
assets you want to 
grow 
 

An expense mindset suggests that scarce resources are simply 
out-of-pocket costs.  But an upward spiral is fueled by an 
investment mindset in which a core set of competencies are 
identified as being foundational to long-term growth and 
conscious choices are made to allocate scarce resources to them. 

4 Understanding 
what lies beneath 
the surface 
 

Reacting to events creates a dynamic in which an institution 
lurches back-and-forth from one crisis to another.  But when 
individuals have the ability to understand the patterns, structure, 
and beliefs associated with their actions, they can use that 
knowledge to build self-efficacy and thrive.   

5 Managing the 
angle of approach 
 

Change efforts that are too small do not allow an institution to 
reach escape velocity; efforts that are too grand are perceived as a 
threat.  But institutional advancement that builds on its successes 
is achieved when change is both consequential and attainable 
such that assets grow in a stepwise, reinforcing fashion.   

6 Sharing knowledge 
about how a system 
works 
 

Too often individuals within an institution are unaware of how 
they can contribute to its ability to flourish.  But when 
individuals understand the relationship within the institutions that 
contribute to its success their collective knowledge becomes the 
catalyst for effective change.   

7 Embracing 
feedback to learn 
and grow 
 

Closed systems, those that don’t generate feedback, are 
susceptible to entropy—the process of degradation.  But 
information flow associated with an open system is the source of 
timely feedback that enables positive adjustments where 
successes (and failures) are the platform for future successes.    

8 Demonstrating the 
courage to create 
 

A future that, in essence, is an extension of the present is one that 
is comfortable and requires little courage to create.  But a future 
that is virtuous, that aspires to a better (and different) tomorrow, 
requires that individuals are willing to challenge themselves in 
ways that builds confidence and amplifies change.    


